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Abstract. The influenceof a monochromaticatmosphericgravity wave of fixed
amplitude on the mean vertical distribution of mesosphericminor speciesis studied
using a dynamical-photochemicalgravity wave model. The fluctuations of winds,
temperature, and speciesconcentrationsproduced by the wave are calculated by
a coupledlinear gravity wave model. The effectsof the wave on the mean mixing
ratio of 19 key chemically active speciesis derived from a coupled system of
continuity equations which accountsfor full nonlinear photochemistry in a vertical
column. This study focuseson the impact that gravity wave induced nonlinearities
in the chemical reaction rates has on the chemical speciesdistribution. The effects
of gravity wave induced chemical transport and background diffusion are also
calculated. Calculationsindicate that the impacts of gravity waveson the vertical

distribution (mean concentration)of atmosphericminor constituentsare largest
in the mesopauseregion, especiallyduring nighttime. A comparisonof the three
effectsindicates that for short lifetime chemical speciessuch as 03 and OH, the
tendency due to chemicalreaction perturbations induced by gravity waves is much
greater than that due to transport and diffusion. The altitude range over which
thesenonlinearitiesis important is narrowly confinedto the chemicallyactive region
near the mesopause.

1. Introduction

as waves propagate vertically and has been focused on
usingairglowfluctuationsto infer propertiesof the gravAtmosphericgravity wavesare recognizedas impority wavesthemselvesor the chemicalprocessesinvolved
tant, particularly in the upper mesosphere,where they
in airglow [e.g., Walterscheidet al., 1987; Makhlouf et
provide much of the momentum forcing that drives the
al., 1995; Makhlouf et al., 1998; Swenson and Gardmean circulation. The characteristicsof gravity waves,
ner, 1998]. There have alsobeenmodelsof the details
their contribution to the transport and dissipation of
of transport of conservedand chemicallyactive trace
momentum and energy, the mechanisms and impact
speciesfor realisticgravity waves[e.g., Eckermannet
of their dissipation and breaking, and the influence of
al., 1998;Fritts et al., 1997].
gravity waves on the atmospheric circulation have been
In studiesthat focuson the chemicalcomposition,a

the subjectof many investigations
[e.g., Andrewsand
Mcintyre, 1976; Lindzen, 1981; Dunkerton, 1982; Fritts,
1984; Smith et al., 1987; Weinstock, 1990].

The effectof atmosphericgravity waveson the distribution of minor atmospheric constituents has also been
studied. Much of the theoreticaland modelingwork has

been motivated by observationsof airglow fluctuations

dominantimpactof gravitywavesis the verticalmixing
generatedby wavebreakingand by organized(advective) verticalmasstransport. Theseare often representedasverticaldiffusionof tracespecies[Allen et al.,
1981; Garcia and Solomon,1985] sincethe exchange
of air will tend to mix chemicalspeciesthat havesignificantgradients.However,$trobel[1981]notedthat
the strongcouplingbetweenchemistryand temperature

through the temperature dependenceof chemical reac• Alsoat Max PlanckInstitute for Meteorology,Hamburg, tion rates affectsthe net vertical wave transport of mi-
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nor constituents.$choeberlet al. [1983]and $trobelet
al. [1987]simulatedthis effectfor transportof heat and
chemicalspeciesand comparedit with the diffusionby
breaking gravity waves. They found that the chemical
transporteffectactsto augmentthe net masstransport
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for a few speciesand can result in a factor of two ampli- directions,respectively;qj(j - 1, 2, ..., J) are the mixfication in the tendency to the backgroundconcentra- ingratiosoftheJ chemical
sp•ecies;
andp0isthebacktion. In thesestudies,the chemicalsource/sinkterms groundatmosphericdensity.V.•qj represents
the rate
of changeof the mixing ratio for speciesj due to rewere assumedto be representedby linear lossrates.

Walterscheidand Schubert[1989]have also studied
the gravity wave induced transport of active chemical speciesusing a model which representsfive species
in the oxygen and hydrogenfamily at the nightside
mesopause. The chemical interactions simulated in
their model were simplified and perturbations to the

photochemicalrates were parameterized. They found
that gravity wavescaninfluencethe meanprofilesof O3
and OH near the mesopausethrough nonlinear transport processes.The nonlineareffectscan becomedominant because there is a correlation

between the vertical

motion of the wave and the wave-induced perturbations

in trace constituents.Walterscheidand Schubert[1989]

solved(advective)transport. Pj and Lj are the rates
of changeof speciesj due to photochemicalproduction
and loss. Kz is the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient,
which accountsfor vertical mixing due to unresolved
processes
(turbulence,gravitywavebreaking,etc.).
Without loss of generality, the model fields can be
split into mean and perturbation fields. Mean fields are
denoteduo,vo,wo,To, and qo,j, and perturbationfields
are u•, v•, w•, T •,qj,• etc. The productionand lossrates
are functionsof rate coefficientsor photolytic crosssections and one, two, or three concentrationsfor photolysis, two-body and three-body reactions,respectively.
Perturbationsin the photochemicalproduction and loss
terms can result from variationsin temperature, which
affect many of the reaction rates, and variations in the

pointed out that the effectivenet transport is not necessary down-gradientand thereforecannotbe represented
concentrations of one or more of the reactants. When
by vertical eddy diffusion.
Photochemical reactions are nonlinear processesand written in terms of mean and perturbations, the contitheir rates dependsensitivelyon the densitiesof chemi- nuity equation for speciesj becomes
cal speciesand on temperature. Thereforethere can be
significantvariations in the production and loss rates
of chemical species associated with gravity wave induced fluctuations in temperature and in the mixing
ratios of interacting trace constituents. Representation
po
57
of the mean photochemicalproduction or loss rate by
the product of mean speciesconcentrationsmay intro__

Oqo,j
Oqj
• 'Tqj
t+•" Tqj
t=
Ot+•+• '7qo,j
+•" 7qo,j
+Vo

1 (Po,j
- Lo,j)
+ 0[1(Po,jLo)

duce substantial

cus mainly on the impact of nonlinear photochemical
reactions associated with gravity waves on the chemical species distribution. This process occurs when
changesin temperature or in the concentrationsof a
trace specieshave significantimpact on the production
or lossof another species.We usea full nonlinear photochemistry model to assessthe importance of this effect
in the mesopauseregion. Comparisonof the impact of
this effect, the gravity wave induced chemicaltransport

studiedby $trobel[1981]and Walterscheid
andSchubert
[1989], and the diffusioninducedby breakinggravity
waves will be made.

[1

+ Oqo,k
Po

errors.

In this paper we extend the previousstudies[Strobel, 1981; Walterscheidand Schubert,1989] but fo-

T•

k=l

+• • +k=l
Zq;Oqo,k
0 lPo(po,j
_Lo,j)
I 0
Oqo,j
+-poz

po

Oz

(2)

To determine the mean mixing ratio of speciesj, the
time averageof (2) is taken. For a coherentgravity
wave, the time average of the first-order fluctuation
terms over one wave period is zero, giving

Oqo,•j
+Vo
.Vqo,j
- -(Po,j
- Lo,j
)+T)j- Tj+7•j(3)
Ot
Po
where

2. Theory
Distributions of minor atmospheric constituents are
determined by photochemical reactions, transport associated with resolved dynamical processes,and unresolvedmixing process.The continuity equationfor the
speciesj in terms of mixing ratio can be written

1( o+•-•q•Oqo,•

•
1
1 0
Oqj
Oqj
t-V
.vqj- -(Pj- Lj)+ -poKz
0--7po
po
Oz
j = 1,2,3,...,J

•Dj= po
1Oz
0PøKz
Oqo,j
Oz'

k=l

(1)

This equationis formally similar to (1), with the adwhere t is time; V - (u, v, w) is the vectorwind veloc- dition of two terms that representthe impact of gravity
ity; u, v, and w are the wind velocities in x, y, and z waveson the time averagedistribution of chemicalcorn-
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specifya fixed Kz in orderto concentrateon the effects
are similarto thosein (1) and representtime tendency of the gravity waveinducedtransport and photochem-

pounds. Reading from left to right, the first four terms

ical reaction

of the mean distribution, net advection by the back-

terms.

groundwind, photochemicalsourcesand sinksbasedon
the backgroundcompositionand temperature, and the 3. Numerical
Model
verticaldiffusionterm T)5. The next two terms express
This section describesa linear, three-dimensional couthe effect of gravity waves on the mean mixing ratio.
pled
gravity waveand photochemicalmodelthat derives
The third term on the right sideof (3), T•, represents
the
gravity
wavecontributionsto the tendencyof mean
the changesto the average atmospherictrace gas conconcentrations.

The model is three-dimensional

in that

centrationsfrom the net advection produced by gravity
wave winds. It is the gravity wave induced chemical it considers all three components of the gravity wave
transport or advection term. Some characteristicsof winds, but the backgroundfields of temperature and
this term havebeenstudiedby Strobe![1951]and Wal- trace speciesare assumedto have no horizontal graditerscheidand Schubert[1989].They showedthat it can ents. The model proceedsin two steps. First, the back-

make a significantcontribution to the impact of grav- ground fields are defined. The dynamical background
ity waves on the composition and can in some cases fields (To, V0, /fz) are specified,while the background
chemical fields are determined with a one-dimensional
be larger than the effect of net masstransport by diffusion. The last term on the right sideof (3), •j, is photochemicalmodel describedbelow. Then the pernew and representsthe changesin the averagetrace gas turbation dynamicaland chemicalfieldsare determined
composition that occur when fluctuations in tempera- from a coupledgravity wavecalculation. These are used
ture and concentrations affect the net photochemical to calculatethe magnitude and structure of the perturbation terms discussedin the previous section.

sources,and will be referred to as the gravity wave induced photochemical reaction term. As shown below,
the magnitude of the gravity wave induced transport
and photochemicalreaction terms can become significant in the vicinity of the mesopause.Although the/(z
term should also respond to gravity waves since/(z is
enhanced when gravity waves break, in this study we
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Figure 1. Background
concentrations
(cm-3) of severalminor atmospheric
constituents
as a
functionof altitude (kilometers)in the mesopause
regionat (top) midnightand (bottom) midday.
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C1ONO2)families. Concentrations
of severallonger-

T'- H0q)'

(4f)

lived species(02, N2, H2, CO2, CO, CH4, N20 and
R Oz
H20) are specifiedusing distributionsfrom Brasseur
where q) is the geopotential, f is the Coriolis parameand Soloraon[1986]. The chemicalrate constantsare
ter, H is the atmospheric
scaleheight,•2 = dT/dz +
taken from DeMote et al. [1997]where availableand
RT/(HCp),
Cp
is
the
specific
heat at constantpressure,
in a few cases are taken from Brasseur and Solomon
and R is the gas constant. The diabatic heating and

[1986].
photochemical source rates are assumed to vary with
Figure I showsmodelcalculatedbackgroundprofiles

temperature and species concentrations. The right-

of o(ap), O•, H, OH, and HO2 at middayandmid-

hand sidesof (4d) and (4e) representlinear expansion
night between70 and 100 km. These five compounds
of thesevariables,with Q0 representingthe background
are consideredhere becausethey control photochemical
net diabaticheatingrate and Po,j and Lo,j representprocesses
in this altitude rangeand their concentrations
ing the backgroundphotochemicalproduction and decan be highly variable. The calculationhas been perstructionrates. Sincethe middle atmosphereis a sysformed for equinox conditions at 45øN. The calculated
tem with strongcouplingbetweenradiation,dynamics,
densityof O(3p) is about3.2 x 10TMcm-3 at midday
and chemistry,the diabaticheatingand coolingandthe
and 2.9 x 10TMcm-3 at midnightin the regionof the
photochemical
reactionsarecoupledto the gravitywave
mesopause,which compares well with the mean value
model.
If
diabatic
photochemical
heatingand cooling
of 3.5 x 10TMcm-a at 40øN and 50øN in March from the
wereignored,(4a)-(4d) woulddescribethe evolutionof
reference
modelof Llewellynand McDade[1996].The
an adiabaticlinear inertiogravitywave[Andrewset al.,
ozone density calculated at 86 km is about 1.1 x 108
1987].
cm-a (0.7ppmv)at noon,compared
withthe average
The net diabaticheatingterm Q0 in (4d) is composed
daytime satellite observedozoneof about 0.6 ppmv at
of photochemical
(solar)heatingand atmosphericcoolthe altitude of 0.003 mbar averagedbetween40øN and
ing. The photochemicalheating rate includesthe con50øNin March [Keatinget al., 1996]. Thesecalculated
tributionsdue to direct solarultravioletabsorptionand
profiles are used as the backgroundprofilesof atmo- to exothermic chemical reactions. The methods used
spherictrace gases.The profilesare assumedto be valid
to calculate the chemicalheating rates are described
over the horizontal extent of the wave. The same set
by Brasseurand Offermann[1986]and Mlynczakand
of chemicalreactionsin perturbation form is also used

Solomon[1993]. The calculationof longwavecooling

to calculate the trace speciesperturbations associated
rate usesthe algorithmof Fomichevet al. [1996],which
with the gravity wave, as describedbelow.

accountsfor the radiationeffectsof CO2, H•O, and 03

3.2.

Perturbation

andthe quenching
of CO•(010)with O(3p).

Model

We assumethe existenceof wave solutionsof equations (4a)-(4f) of the form

A coupledlinear inertiogravitywavemodelis usedto
estimate the gravity wave fluctuationsof wind, temper-

!

(u',v',w',T',qj)-

ature, and mixing ratios.

Ou'

Ou'

Vo,
Wo,
Td,
qjo)
expi•t- i (kxx
+kyy
+kzz)
+ •-•

Ou'

at +uo
•- +v0•-yfv'+ • - o (4a)

Or'

Or'

Or'

I

(4b)

OT'

)- 0

k: are wavenumbers.

The substitution
of (5) into the modelequations(4)
and the eliminationof w• lead to d+3 (=22) coupled

0

+ ¾v+-P0•z
OT'

(4c) equations:

OT'

whoseelements
arethe waveamplitudes
u•, v•, c•, and

q•0(J -

1[OQø
T' JOQøq•
1
(4d)

k----1

Oq•j

•Ot 4-uo•x

Oq•

iw•7- A•7,

whereA is a (22 x 22) squarematrix and •' is a vector

Ot +uo +vo-b-v

Oq;.

(5)

where• is the frequency
of the waveandk•, kv, and

Ov'

0--•4-uo• +vo•-•y
+fu'+ • -0
Ou'

j = 1,2,3,..., J,

Oqo,j

1, 2, ..., J). Fora givensetof wavenum-

bersof k•, ky, and k• values(specified),the frequency
w is obtained from the eigenvaluesof matrix A. For a

specified
amplitudeof temperaturefluctuationT• and
for the gravity wavefrequencyw calculatedabove,the
substitutionof (5) into (4a)-(4f) providesthe perturba-

po
0(Po,j-Lo,J)T•
tionsofwindu•, v, w andthespecies
mixing
ratios
qj.
The choices
of k•, ky, kz, andT• will be discussed
in the
next section. The gravity wave inducedtransport and
4-Z Oqo,•
(Po,j- Lo,j),q•

+vO-•y
+w'Oz

t

!

!

J

k--1

Po

photochemical reaction terms can be calculated from

j - 1,2,3,...,

J

(4e)

(3).
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Discussion

amplitudefor all otherperturbationvariables,chemical
aswell as dynamical.The modelsolvesfor perturbation
In order to calculategravity wavefluctuations,backgroundvaluesof wind, temperature,and trace gascon- quantitiesat eachaltitude independently.The graphs
that displayperturbationsas a functionof altitude, to
centrations must first be determined. In the present
be discussedbelow,shouldbe interpretedas the relative

calculations, the background wind velocities are cholocal impact that a gravity wavewith 10-K amplitude
sen to be zero. The background temperature profile is
would have and not as the vertical structure from a sintaken from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. The background atmospherictrace gas profiles are either speci- gle wave. Thereforewe cancomparethe magnitudesof

fied (for the long-lived constituents)or calculated using a time-dependent one-dimensional photochemical
model, as described above.
Wavelengths in three dimensionsare needed as input
to the gravity wave model. The rocket and radar data
of the Structure and Atmospheric Turbulence Environ-

ment (STATE) experimentreporteda wide rangeof vertical wavelength(2-30 kin) near the mesopause.A typ-

the gravity waveinducedchemicaltransport and t)hotochemical reaction terms between different altitudes

for

gravity waves with the same amp!itudes•and we can
investigateat which altitudes the second-ordergravity
wave effects are important.
The amplitudes and phases of the gravity wave in-

ducedvariationsof O(3p), 03, H, OH, and HO2 during

nighttime and daytime are shownin Figure 2. The relicalhorizontalwavelength
is around102-103km [Fritts ative amplitudes of several speciesfluctuations induced
et al., 1988]. Therefore,as a representativeexample, by gravity waves during nighttime have peaks near 80
the vertical and horizontal wavelengthsare taken as 10 km that can reach 2-3 times the background concentrations. This occurs in regions of very sharp vertical
and 1000 kin, respectively, in the calculations.

in the 0( 3P) mixingrationearthe mesopause.
Observationssuggestthat the variations of temper- gradients
From
(4e)
we can seethat the effectof gravity waves
ature induced by gravity waves in the mesosphereare
on
nilnor
atmospheric
constituents is related to the
typically 10-20 K, although larger amplitudes are not
product
of
the
vertical
dynamical
perturbation w' and
uncommon[Theon et al., 1967; Philbrick et al., 1985;
Schubertet al., 1990;Zhanget al., 1993]. In the present the verticalmixingratio gradientOqo,j/Oz.In the case
C•I,ICUI•blL)II• bllU i:l,
lIIDllbULlt:'01 bIIU teiiiper&ture

pertur-

bation is taken to be T• = 10 K. This constrainsthe

u• w k
, •.• •au•,•
is
near the mesopause
(see Figure 1). The vertical gradient is particularly
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Figure 2. The relativeamplitudesof the 03, H, O(3p), OH, and HO2 fluctuationsinducedby
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(top) nighttimeand (bottom) daytime. The amplitudeof the temperaturewaveis 10 K at all
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large during nighttime because the concentration of gravity waves accelerate this process. In the narrow
0(3/>) decreases
very rapidlyafter sunsetbelowabout transition region between long and short photochemi80 km, where the photochemicaltime constant is much cal lifetimes for atomic oxygen, gravity wavesintroduce
less than 1 hour. Above this level, the photochemical a perturbation to the atomic oxygen density that imlifetime for atomic oxygenis long and the concentration pactsthe production and lossrates of other trace species
remains almost unchangedover 24 hours. The effect of in the oxygen and hydrogen families. When advective
gravity waves on atomic oxygen is therefore expected transport by gravity wavesis responsible,there is a corperturbations
of T andthe 0(3/>) conto be largest in the vicinity of the mesopauseduring relationbetween
nighttime. Other minor atmospheric constituentswill centration that can both have direct impacts on the probe indirectly influenced by gravity wavesthrough pho- duction and loss rates of other trace species. For 03,
tochemical reactions with atomic oxygen. In situ ob- OH, and HO2, which have short lifetimes in this region,
servationsshowingstrongfluctuations in atomic oxygen the diffusive timescale is longer than the photochemiconcentrationin the mesopause
region[e.g.,Dickinson cal timescale. Therefore their profiles are mainly deteret al., 1985; Offermannet al., 1981]providesupporting mined by photochemistryand the gravity wave impacts
are occurringthrough chemical interactions.
evidencefor the large fluctuations calculated here.
In order to investigatethe overall importance of the
Figure 2 indicatesthat in the daytime, the amplitudes
gravity
waveinducedphotochemicalreaction and chemof the fluctuations
inducedby gravitywavesof 0(3/>),
ical
transport
effectsand the vertical eddy diffusionfor
03, H, OH, and HO2 are about 4 times smaller than
they are at midnight. We can alsoseefrom Figure 2 that the distributionsof tracegases,we compare/•j, Tj, and
above and below the mesopauseregion, the amplitudes Dj with the relativephotochemical
lossrate œj, which
of chemical speciesvariations induced by gravity wave is the inverseof the photochemicallifetime
are quite small.
These

calculated

variations

are used to solve for the

•j _ qo,jPo
Lo,j.

gravity wave induced tendencies to the mean composition. In order to assesstheir importance to the budget Table I givesthe peakvaluesof Rj, Tj, and Dj near 80
of the compounds,we compare the gravity wave ten- km and the valueof •j at the altitude of the Rj peak.
Table 1 showsthat for a gravity wave with a temperadencies with that due to vertical eddy diffusion. The

verticaleddydiffusioncoefficient
is takento be l06 cm2 ture amplitudeof 10 K, the valuesof/•j, •j, and Dj for
s-1 in themesopause
region[GarciaandSolomon,
1985; atomic oxygenhave the same order of magnitude near
L•bken, 1997; Lindzen, 1981]. The gravity wave in- 80 km during night. This indicatesthat the distribution
of atomic oxygen at about 80 km is controlledby diffusion, backgroundphotochemicalreactions,and waveilies for both night and day conditions(Figure 3). In induced photochemical reactions. In the same region,
these figures the gravity wave induced tendency terms ozone is affected approximately equally by background
and eddy diffusionterm for eachspecieshave been di- and wave-inducedphotochemistry. During night the
vided by the mean concentration. They are as follows: ozonedistribution can therefore be modified when gravity wavespassthrough the mesopauseregion.
duced tendency terms and the eddy diffusion effect are
shown for five speciesin the oxygen and hydrogenfam-

qo,j

qo,j

qo,j

FromTableI we canseethat for O(3P), 03, H, OH,

and HO2, the gravity wave induced transport terms are
andtheunitsarein inverse
seconds.
Thegravitywave smaller than other tendency terms. The influence of
inducedphotochemicalreactionterm R5 is, for some gravity waves on these speciesdistributions is mainly
of these species,larger by as much as severalorders of through nonlinear photochemical reactions. During
magnitudethan the diffusionDj and the gravity wave day, when the background chemistry is more active and
the atomic oxygen gradient is reduced, the magnitudes
induced
chemical
transportTj tendencies.
Figure 3 showsthat the gravity wave [endenciesfor of the chemical speciesfluctuations induced by gravity
oxygen and hydrogencompoundsare significantin the wavesare relativelysmall for all five species(seeFigure
region of 75-90 km, where the amplitudes of chemical 2).
A commentis necessaryhere on the large amplitude
speciesinduced by gravity waves are largest, but are
small in other altitude regionsof the atmosphere. This of the gravity wave induced changes. As noted in the
figure showsthat the effect of diffusion on the atomic discussionof Figure 2, the amplitudes of some of the
oxygen concentration is of the same order as that of chemicalperturbations computed by the model exceed
the gravity wave induced photochemical reaction term. the backgroundmixing ratios. This is clearly not physThe distribution of atomic oxygen at about 80 km is ical becauseit can only be realized if the mixing rathereforeaffectedboth by the dynamical processof dif- tio is negative over part of the wave period. It occurs
fusion and by nonlinearities in the photochemical re- becausedownwardadvectionof atomic oxygenby the
action process. Atomic oxygen that is brought down gravity wavein the vicinity of strongestgradientscauses
through the mesopause,by whatever means, is rapidly its concentration to increase severalfold over some wave
destroyed by photochemistry. By advecting air down, phases.There is not a comparabledecreaseduring the
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Table 1. Maximum Values of Several ProcessesNear 80 km

T•-

Species Time

œj,s-1)

10K

Rj, s-1

T•, s-1

T•- 20 K

D•, S--1 R•, s-1

T•, s-1

O(ap) midnight
0.49(-3) 0.47(-3) 0.27(-3) 0.42(-3) 0.19(-2) 0.11(-2)
Oa
H

OH

HO2

noon

0.23(-3) 0.28(-4) 0.56(-4) 0.72(-4) 0.11(-3) 0.22(-3)

midnight0.13(-2) 0.31(-2) 0.35(-4) 0.27(-4) 0.13(-1) 0.14(-3)

noon
0.15(-1)
midnight0.34(-2)
noon
0.28(-2)
midnight0.38(•)
•oo•
0.88(•)
midnight0.80(1)
noon
0.10(2)

0.29(-2)
0.23(-2)
0.71(-a)
0.SS
(0)
0.34(0)
0.29(1)
0.23(1)

0.44(-4)
0.30(-3)
0.32(-4)
0.67(-4)
o.a•(-4)
0.62(-4)
0.38(-4)

0.20(-4)
0.12(-2)
0.18(-4)
0.Sl(-4)
0.28(-4)
0.11(-3)
0.57(-4)

0.11(-1)
0.90(-2)
0.28(-2)
0.22(1)
0.•4 (•)
0.12(2)
0.91(1)

0.18(-3)
0.12(-2)
0.13(-a)
0.27(-a)
0.•2(-a)
0.25(-3)
0.15(-3)

Read 2.0(3) as 2.0 x 10a.

upwardadvectionphaseof the wavebecause
the gra- tion concentrationsindicates a negative mixing ratio,
dient dies out rapidly in the vertical. Sincethe linear we have replaced the mixing ratio by zero. This will
equationsusedheredo not permit the background
con- tend to reduce the magnitude of the nonlinear terms,
centration to vary, the local maxima and minima lead

with a maximum

reduction

of a factor of two where the

to amplitudesgreaterthan i and thereforeto appar- perturbation is much larger than the mean concentraent negative mixing ratios. This situation is a result

tion. Figure 4 showsan example of the reduction in the

of two factors: the linearity of the model and the as- nonlinear photochemical tendency induced by gravity
sumedsinusoidalform of the chemicalperturbations. wave for ozone during night. Reductions of the other
The solution can distort the calculation of the nonlin-

ear gravity wave tendenciesif the perturbationchem-

nonlinear terms are comparable.
The above mentioned calculations are for tempera-

istry field is not realistic. To account for this effect in
the model, we have recalculated these nonlinear ten-

ture fluctuationswith an amplitudeof T• of 10K, which
is about 5% of the backgroundtemperature. The obser-

dencyterms with the followingadjustment:wherever vations showthat the typical range of root-mean-square
in the wavetile sumof the background
and perturba- valuesof T•/To is 0.05-0.1for the regionaround80 km,
whilevaluesof T'/To >_0.15 are not uncommon[Theon
et al., 1967; Philbricket al., 1985].When repeatedfor
0 a comparison
9O
Td = 20 K (summarizedin Table 1), the calculations
show that the magnitudesof the gravity wave induced
chemical transport and photochemical reaction terms
are about 4 times their values in the previous case, and
now the gravity wave induced photochemicalreaction
effectsexceedthe backgroundphotochemicaltendencies
during nighttime. During daytime, the gravity wave
induced photochemical reaction tendencies of the five

•80
•

species(Rj) are approximatelyequalin magnitudeto
the background
photochemical
ratesœj. The fourfold
increasecomesabout becausewhenT4 is doubled,the
amplitudes
of all perturbationquantities,
u•, v•, andw•

-

aswellasq;'0,arealsodoubled
because
thegravitywave
_

70'
-4

-2

0

2

modelis linear. The second-order
gravity waveinduced
changes,which result from the product of two perturbation quantities, will rise by factors of 4. This means
that whenthe amplitudeof gravitywavesis large,their
impact on the distributionof trace gasesin the region
of the mesopause
is magnified.

sec -• x 10 -a

Figure 4. Comparison
of the secOnd-order
gravity 5. Summary
wavephotochemical
effectRoa for ozone. The solid
Gravitywavescaninfluence
the profilesof tracegases
line is calculatedusingequation(6); the dashedline
is calculated with all concentrations constrained to be throughnonlineareffectsevenif the gravity wavesare
nonnegative.

not breaking. For atomic oxygen, which has a rela-
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tively long photochemicallifetime near the mesopause,
the net changesdue to gravity wave induced chemical
transport, gravity waveinducedphotochemicalreaction
changes,and vertical diffusionhave comparable magnitudes. However, the model presented here indicates
that gravity wavescan also have an influenceon species
with short photochemicallifetimesthrough the gravity
wave induced nonlinearities in chemical sources,which
can be much larger than the gravity wave advectionand
diffusioneffects. For ozoneand reactivehydrogencompounds, the net tendency associatedwith gravity wave
inducedphotochemicalreaction effectsis comparableto
the photochemical tendency associatedwith the background field. Therefore gravity waves can affect the
distributions of these specieseven though these species
are in approximate photochemicalequilibrium near the
mesopause.Becausethe gravity wave induced changes
to the photochemistry do not necessarilyact to reduce
the backgroundgradientsof the trace constituents,the
gravity wave influence cannot be representedby an ef-
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the vertical eddy diffusion coefficientKz is about an order of magnitude smaller than the value adopted here

(10• cm• S--1) [Brasseur
and Offermann,1986;$trobel
et al., 1987; Bevilacquaet al., 1990]. In addition, the
temperature amplitude associatedwith gravity waves
can occasionallybe larger than 10 K. Our calculation
indicatesthat the impact of gravity waveson the distribu•,ionsof trace gasesin the mesopauseregion depends
roughly on the square of the wave amplitude. Therefore
the nonlinear effectsof propagatinggravity wavescan in
some circumstances

and locations

be the dominant

con-

tributor to the net tendency of the mean atomic oxygen
concentration.

Finally, it should be stressedthat the dynamicalphotochemicalgravity wave model in this paper is a linear model, which has some intrinsic limitations. First,
the linear model doesnot permit the backgroundconcentration to vary. Second, the linear perturbation
equation does not account for conservation of mass of
the constituents, so that negative mixing ratios are
fective diffusion coei•cient.
mathematically allowed and in the present study, are
The influence of gravity waveson atmosphericminor computedby the model. The primary effect of this unconstituentdistributionsnear the mesopauseis greater physical situation for the conclusionsis that it leads to
during nighttime than during daytime. This is primar- an overpredictionof the net impact of the gravity waves
ily becausethe verticalgradientof the O(3p) mixing on the mean distribution. This overprediction is small
ratio is greater during nighttime than during daytime. over much of the mesosphere
(• 25%) and never more
The perturbations in mixing ratios of other trace gases than a factor of two. Even when accounting for this
that react strongly with atomic oxygenare also largest effect, one can concludethat gravity waves have a sigduring nighttime. In addition, during daytime, the life- nificant impact on the distributions of chemical species
times of some species are shorter and so the relative in the mesopauseregionthrough nonlinearprocesses.
impact of gravity waves on trace gas distributions is
smaller.
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